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Abstract: Microarray cancer data poses many challenges for machine-learning
(ML) classification including noisy data, small sample size, high dimensionality,
and imbalanced class labels. In this paper, we propose a framework to address
these problems by properly utilizing feature-selection techniques. The most
important features of the cancer datasets were extracted with Logistic Regression
(LR), Chi-2, Random Forest (RF), and LightGBM. These extracted features
served as input columns in an applied classification task. This framework’s main
advantages are reducing time complexity and the number of irrelevant features for
the dataset. For evaluation, the proposed method was compared to models using
Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision Tree (DT),
LR, and RF. To prove the proposed framework’s efficiency, all the experiments
were performed on four standard datasets, encompassing two binary and two mul-
ticlass imbalanced-microarray cancer datasets: Lung (5-class dataset), Small
Round Blue Cell Tumors (SRBCT; 4-class dataset), and Ovarian and Breast
Cancer 2-class datasets). The experimental results of our comparison showed that
the proposed framework achieved the highest predictive performance. A comparative
study of our framework, using accuracy and F1 as metrics, was performed against
state-of-the-art approacheswhich illustrated that the proposed method presented a
better result for two of the selected datasets.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence; classification; feature selection; linear support
vector machine; learning model

1 Introduction

The analysis of microarray data involves such challenges as small sample size, high dimensionality, and
multiclass-imbalance problems [1]. In real-world datasets, the multiclass-imbalance problem is a known
issue where the number of samples of one or some classes are larger than the others. This results in a
reduction of the performance of the classification model for minority classes [2]. Several machine-
learning (ML) algorithms expect the dataset to have a balanced class distribution [3]. Feature-selection
techniques are used to reduce issues related to this and the high rate of cancer-data dimensionality.
Consequently, conducting research in this area is required and possible for different disciplines, such as
statistics, computational biology, and ML [4].
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When building a ML model, it is hard to identify what distinguishes between important and unimportant
features, as shown in Fig. 1 [5]. Removing unimportant features has many benefits, such as reducing memory
and computational cost, maximizing accuracy, and avoiding the overfitting problem during the training stage
[6,7]. A few features can be useful for one algorithm (for example, Decision Tree [DT]), but they may not be
helpful for another model, such as a regression model. Moreover, irrelevant features can negatively affect the
model’s performance. Data preprocessing and feature selection are the most significant steps in designing and
selecting the best model for a specific problem [8].

The feature-selection technique is applied to carefully choose the best subset of features to attain an
identical or higher classification performance [9]. The primary types of feature-selection techniques are
filter, wrapper, embedded, feature shuffling, and hybrid. The main goals for these methods are to increase
the model’s performance, reduce training time, avoid overfitting problems, and decrease the input datas
dimensionality. Although feature selection has certain disadvantages, it is an essential preprocessing
technique ML because it generates extra information and provides an intuitive understanding of the
typical pattern before the proposed classifier is used [10,11].

ML feature-selection techniques can be broadly classified into the following common method
categories, as shown in Tab. 1: filter, wrapper, embedded, and hybrid [12]. Each method has its
weaknesses and strengths, depending on the shape of the data and the classifier used to solve the problem
at hand. The main differences between the filter and wrapper methods are presented in Fig. 2.

Four microarray cancer datasets were used in this work—the Small Round Blue Cell Tumors (SRBCT)
dataset is a 4-class dataset, the Lung dataset is a 5-class dataset, and the Ovarian and Breast Cancer datasets
are 2-class datasets [13]. These data were used to carry out a series of tests, and the empirical results were
used to determine how the suggested method compares to state-of-the-art systems. The most commonly used
metrics—namely, accuracy, confusion matrix, precision, recall, and F1 score—were used to assess the
performance of the classification model.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

� Development of a framework based on LR with wrapper-based feature selection that outperforms
many state-of-the-art works

� Finding that the features selected by the wrapper-based approach improve the performance of the
classifiers

� Setting the main goals of the proposed model as increasing performance, reducing training time,
avoiding the overfitting problem, and decreasing the dimensionality of the input data

Figure 1: Removing noise features from the whole parts set
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2 Related Work

In this section, state-of-the-art feature-selection and classification models for microarray cancer data are
investigated. Recently, many researchers have proposed efficient feature-selection and classification models.
Garro et al. [14] introduced an optimization framework that uses the artificial bee-colony algorithm for
feature selection. Chen et al. [15] proposed the particle-swarm-optimization algorithm with a DT classifier
to improve the performance of ridge-regression classification methods. Liu et al. [16] developed a hybrid
method to address the multiclass imbalance problem of the microarray cancer dataset. Aziz et al. [17]
introduced an aggregate of fuzzy-backward feature-elimination and independent-component analysis for
feature selection.

Table 1: Feature-selection methods

Method Feature

Filter Variance

Correlation

Chi-Square

Mutual Information Filter

Information Value

Wrapper Forward Selection

Backward Elimination

Exhaustive Feature Selection

Genetic Algorithm

Embedded Lasso (L1)

Random Forest Importance

Gradient Boosted Trees Importance

Feature Shuffling Random Shuffling

Hybrid Recursive Feature Selection

Recursive Feature Addition

Figure 2: Main differences between filter and wrapper methods [10] (a) Filter method (b) Wrapper method
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Guo et al. [18] developed an efficient two-step L1-regularization framework to classify microarray cancer
data. Ebrahimpour et al. [19] proposed an ensemble model with a Maximum Relevancy and Minimum
Redundancy-based feature-selection technique using Hesitant Fuzzy Sets. Shekar and Guesh [4] proposed a
hybrid ensemble approach for multiclass cancer classification. Al-Rajab et al. [20] introduced a three-phase
approach, which includes feature detection, classification, and performance evaluation.

The previous pieces of literature attempted to develop novel feature-selection techniques and
classification models to achieve higher accuracy and lower running times for cancer-data classification
tasks. They involve some limitations however—for example, the predictive model guarantees less
accuracy in some cancer datasets.

3 Methodology

In this section, the proposed framework is described. The ensemble ML models based on the robust
classifiers for microarray-cancer-data classification are presented. Generally, in any classification problem,
the model uses the collected dataset for training and testing. The k-fold cross-validation (CV) technique
was used to measure the classifier’s average performance in order to address the problem of overfitting
during the training phase; the basic idea of the k-fold CV technique is that it iteratively trains each
sample four times and tests at the fifth iteration. A grid-search technique, which selected the best
parameters based on the k-fold CV, was used to increase the ML models’ performance, and the range of
parameter values was set. The proposed framework’s workflow is presented in Fig. 3, which depicts the
cancer data, feature-selection methods, and classifiers trained using the original and reduced feature sets.
Model evaluation was applied to the test samples.

3.1 Dataset Description

In this section, a summarized description of the selected cancer dataset is presented. The four multiclass
cancer datasets used to test the framework’s efficiency are available for download from the Shenzhen
University data repository [13]. The complete description is presented in Tab. 2. The SRBCT dataset is
the 4-class dataset, Lung is the 5-class dataset, Ovarian and Breast Cancer are 2-class datasets.

Figure 3: Process steps for applying the feature selection methods and machine learning models
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3.2 Feature Selection

Recently, feature-selection techniques have taken on a primary role in assisting with microarray-dataset
classification. These methods are used to handle many problems, such as long running time, overfitting, and
memory usage. Information gain is an important technique to use with filter methods that calculate each
feature’s importance by ranking pertaining to class label [4]. With this method, which quantifies the
information obtained from each feature, important features receive a higher value and rank, whereas
irrelevant features receive a rank of zero [21].The focus is to find an attribute that provides the largest
amount of information gain by ranking the features in accordance with their relevance. Information gain
is a measure of the change in entropy, which is calculated with Eq. (1):

IG S;Xð Þ ¼ E Sð Þ � E S;Xð Þ (1)

IG S;Xð Þ ¼ Entropy Sð Þ �
X

v2Values Xð Þ

Svj j
Sj j : Entropy Svð Þ (2)

S represents the set of samples, X is a feature, |S| is the size of S instances, and Sv stands for a subset of S, such
that Xv = v and Values(X) refers to the set of all possible values of the X attribute. Entropy is a measure used to
compute how pure or mixed a given attribute is in the distribution. The entropy of each feature is
mathematically computed, as shown in Eq. (3):

E S;Xð Þ ¼
X

n¼1

�piLog2Pi (3)

E represents the entropy value, S denotes the sample size, X is a feature, and pi is the probability.

3.3 Performance Measures

Generally, to evaluate a proposed-framework’s performance, several standard classification performance
metrics are used, including accuracy, recall, precision, F1 score, and confusion matrix. Eqs. (4)–(7) show the
mathematical formulas for accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score, which are calculated based on True
Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN) [22–25].

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN

TP þ FP þ FN þ TN
(4)

Recall ¼ Specificity ¼ TP

TP þ FP
(5)

Precision ¼ TP

TP þ FN
q%% (6)

Table 2: Dataset description

Dataset Sample Size Features Classes

Breast Cancer 97 24,481 2

Ovarian 253 15,154 2

Lung 203 12,600 5

SRBCT 83 2,308 4
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F1 score ¼ 2
precision?recall

precisionþ recall
(7)

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, the experimental results are discussed. All experiments were performed using the four
known binary and multiclass-microarray datasets. To measure the performance of the ML model, a five-
fold CV technique was used to calculate the mean accuracy and standard deviation of the five-fold
evaluation results.

Tab. 3 presents the top-10 features of the Breast Cancer datasetthe amount of times each was selected, and
the results of different feature-selection models applied to the dataset. A value of “True”means the feature was
selected using the corresponding algorithm; for example, NM_020974 was selected by all the algorithms.

Tab. 4 shows the classification report of the ML models for all the datasets, in which themodels are
evaluated by precision, recall, and F1. The results show that 100 percent precision, recall, and F1 were
achieved with two datasets—Ovarian and SRBCT. For the Breast Cancer dataset, the Random Forest
(RF) model performed the best, scoring 0.777778 and 0.466667 for precision and recall, respectively. For
the Ovarian dataset, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR) models
outperformed the other algorithms, scoring 1.000000 for precision, recall, and F1. The LR model was the
best algorithm for the Lung dataset, scoring 0.960784 for precision, recall, and F1. Finally, for the
SRBCT dataset, all the models scored 1.000000 for precision, recall, and F1, except DT, as shown in Tab. 4.

Tab. 5 shows the huge improvement in performance after LR feature selection was performed. For the
Breast Cancer dataset, the accuracy of SVM increased from 48 percent to 56 percent and the running time
decreased from 14.563 to 8.685 seconds after feature selection. With the SRBCT dataset, the performance of
DT increased from 66.66 percent to 71.42 percent with the feature-selected dataset.

A comparative study was performed against state-of-the-art models, and the best results in terms of
accuracy were seen with two of the selected datasetsSRBCT and Ovarian with each model scoring
100 percent. The works of Liu et al. [16] and Shekar et al. [26] scored 99 percent and 100 percent in
accuracy, respectively, as presented in Tab. 6.

Table 3: The top 10 features of Brest Cancer dataset and the count of the selected times for each features

Feature Chi-2 RFE Logistics Random Forest LightGBM Total

1 NM_020974 True True True True True 5

2 NM_014095 True True True True True 5

3 AL080059 True True True True True 5

4 U82987 False True True True True 4

5 NM_020676 True False True True True 4

6 NM_020123 False True True True True 4

7 NM_019886 False True True True True 4

8 NM_019606 False True True True True 4

9 NM_018964 False True True True True 4

10 NM_018580 True False True True True 4
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Table 4: ML-model classification report for all datasets

Dataset FS Algorithm ML Algorithm Precision Recall F1

Breast Cancer LR SVM 0.555556 0.416667 0.476190

LR RF 0.777778 0.466667 0.583333

LR DT 0.666667 0.428571 0.521739

LR K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 0.666667 0.461538 0.545455

LR LR 0.555556 0.416667 0.476190

Ovarian LR SVM 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

LR RF 0.904762 1.000000 0.950000

LR DT 0.904762 0.950000 0.926829

LR KNN 0.904762 1.000000 0.950000

LR LR 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

Lung LR SVM 0.921569 0.921569 0.921569

LR RF 0.882353 0.882353 0.882353

LR DT 0.843137 0.843137 0.843137

LR KNN 0.921569 0.921569 0.921569

LR LR 0.960784 0.960784 0.960784

SRBCT LR SVM 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

LR RF 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

LR DT 0.714286 0.714286 0.714286

LR KNN 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

LR LR 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

Table 5: ML-model classification reportbefore and after feature selection

Dataset FS ML Before After

Features Size Running
Time

Accuracy Features Size Running
Time

Accuracy

Breast Cancer LR SVM 24,481 14.1 14.56 48 11,655 6.713 8.6856 56

LR RF 24,481 14.1 17.72 72 11,655 6.713 14.811 60

LR DT 24,481 14.1 20.00 56 11,655 6.713 13.058 56

LR KNN 24,481 14.1 14.75 40 11,655 6.713 9.1356 60

LR LR 24,481 14.1 24.92 52 11,655 6.713 14.978 56

Ovarian LR SVM 15,154 22.9 20.51 100 5,829 8.813 10.616 100

LR RF 15,154 22.9 27.26 96.87 5,829 8.813 19.5924 96.87

LR DT 15,154 22.9 28.15 96.87 5,829 8.813 15.3752 95.31

LR KNN 15,154 22.9 44.24 93.75 5,829 8.813 28.6000 96.87

LR LR 15,154 22.9 28.33 100 5,829 8.813 12.7200 100
(Continued)
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5 Conclusion

The paper addresses the challenges prevalent in cancer-microarray datasets, such as high dimensionality,
small sample size, and imbalanced class labels. Feature-selection techniques based on the ML models were
introduced. In the framework, the most important features of the cancer datasets were extracted with LR,
Chi-2, RF, and LightGBM. They were then used as input columns in the classification task. The main
advantage of this framework is reducing the time complexity and the number of irrelevant features in the
dataset. The proposed method was compared with KNN, SVM, DT, LR, and RF in experiments
performed on four standard multiclass-microarray cancer datasets. The results showed that the proposed
method is more effective in predictive capability. A comparative studymeasuring the accuracy and F1 of
our framework against state-of-the-art approaches demonstrated that the proposed method achieved a
better result with four datasets.

Funding Statement: The author received no specific funding for this study.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares that he has no conflicts of interest to report regarding the
present study.

Table 6: Comparative study of the proposed method against state-of-the-art models

Author Method Dataset

SRBCT Ovarian Breast Cancer Lung

Liu et al. [16] WELM 99 – – 96.42

Malki et al. [24] LFSDL 100 100 – 93.57

Proposed Framework LR 100 100 60 96.07

Table 5 (continued).

Dataset FS ML Before After

Features Size Running
Time

Accuracy Features Size Running
Time

Accuracy

Lung LR SVM 12,600 15.3 17.95 92.15 4,532 5.510 7.66195 92.15

LR RF 12,600 15.3 27.52 88.23 4,532 5.510 18.658 88.23

LR DT 12,600 15.3 33.05 84.31 4,532 5.510 14.179 84.31

LR KNN 12,600 15.3 25.73 92.15 4,532 5.510 11.370 92.15

LR LR 12,600 15.3 67.93 94.11 4,532 5.510 16.930 96.07

SRBCT LR SVM 2,308 1.14 1.263 100 738 0.366 0.37659 100

LR RF 2,308 1.14 6.807 100 738 0.366 5.34655 100

LR DT 2,308 1.14 2.122 66.66 738 0.366 0.70166 71.42

LR KNN 2,308 1.14 1.353 85.71 738 0.366 0.45650 100

LR LR 2,308 1.14 2.327 100 738 0.366 0.57555 100
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